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Matt reconciles his love for the
game and loathing of pro salaries.
Page 2

Campus
Opponents wish to keep betting
from being oldest established
permanent hobby in Ohio.
Page 3

NEWS

Night Stalker to
wed; will not consummate vows

XENIA, Ohio - Manny the
Hippie's appearance in
court Wednesday turned
out to be a bad trip.
The 20-year-old San
Francisco man who gained
famed on "Late Show with
David Letterman" was sentenced to 18 months in
prison for violating probation on a marijuanatrafficking conviction.
However, Judge Thomas
Rose of Greene County
Common Pleas Court gave
Micah Papp, which is Manny's real name, credit for
four months already
served.
Papp has appeared frequently on the television
program, often doing movie
reviews. He once took Letterman on a tour of San
Francisco's HaightAshbury district and exposed him to street lingo
such as "schwag" (bad),
"dank" (good) and "diggity
dank" (quite good).
Papp's lawyer told the
court that Papp was
molested when he was a
youth and started smoking
marijuana to deal with the
pain of that experience.
Papp told Rose that he realizes he has a drug problem and wants to deal with
it.
"I have goals, and I don't
want to let drugs get in the
way," Papp said. When Rose
Issued the sentence, Papp
slumped in his chair as Rlon
consoled him.
"He cried," Rion said
later. "He felt that all his
high hopes would be lost."

Sea World operators plead no
contest to charges

CHARDON,Ohio--T-he
owner of the boat that
crashed into the grandstand
at Sea World of Ohio at Aurora Aug. 17 pleaded no
contest Wednesday to a
charge of allowing the boat
to be operated unsafely.
Chardon Municipal Court
Judge Craig Albert found
World Entertainment Inc.
guilty and fined the company $250.
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BGSU biker injured in
two-car fender-bender

The News'
Briefs

Manny the Hippie
takes a really bad
trip

Meet the Falcons' Big Orange Wall.
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SAN FRANCISCO ~
s There won't be an elaborate reception when the
notorious "Night Stalker"
serial killer gets married in
a Thursday morning ceremony.
No champagne. No dance
band. No rice. No honeymoon.
That's because Richard
Ramirez won't be allowed
conjugal visits and he can't
leave his quarters - San
Quentin State Prison's infamous Death Row.
Ramirez is pledging his
love and devotion to a woman who, according to her
family, has had an unusual
fascination with the killer
since he was arrested for
torturing, sexually abusing
and murdering 13 people in
Southern California.
"There's no way of consummating it," the bride's
cousin said. "It's sort of a
fantasy that's as close as
she wants to get to a real
human relationship."
"I never found the one
who was everything to me
rolled into one," the new
Mrs. Ramirez said. "It may
sound strange, but that's
who I believe Richard is."

Tribe down in count
Baltimore moves
within a win of the
ALCS.
Page 8

Jack Buehrer
The BC News

A University student was injured Wednesday at the scene of
a two car accident along Wooster
Street.
Nicola Sauer was riding her bicycle when University junior
Chad Creekmore struck Nancy
Siville's Dodge Shadow after
pulling out of old fraternity row
Into Wooster Street. After the
cars collided, Sauer, who had
avoided being hit herself, fell
into the street and suffered
TU BC N««lM«c B.yle
minor injuries.
Eyewitness Sarah Hodge said
Nicola Sauer, 22, Is wheeled away on a stretcher Wednesday afternoon the two cars both made an atafter falling off her bike during a car wreck on East Wooster Street.
tempt to avoid hitting Sauer but
could not keep from hitting each

"She wasn't really
that close to our cars,
but she fell pretty
hard."
Nancy Siville
witness

other.
"[CreekmoreJ pulled into the
road because [Siville] had her
turn signal on," she said. They
both avoided the bike, but they
hit each other pretty hard. When
she fell, she skinned herself up
bad." Creekmore, whose Oldsmobile Monte Carlo suffered
little damage, said he pulled out

because he thought Siville was
going to turn.
"There was a break in the traffic except for her car, but she
had the turn signal on, and I
thought she was going to turn in
front of me, but she just kept
right on going."
Siville, who was in Bowling
Green visiting her two sons who
are University students, said that
Sauer must have panicked when
the collision occured.
"She wasnt really that close to
our cars, but she fell pretty'
hard," she said. "She probably
got excited and panicked when
she heard everything happen all
at once."
The accident was still under
investigation at press time.

Faculty hiring system discussed in Senate
DarlaWamock
The BG News
A failed resolution in the Faculty Senate last month sparked
varied reactions among senators
yesterday as discussion of reviving the issue began. The resolution, submitted by the Amendments and Bylaws Committee,
called for a charter amendment
modifying procedures for recruiting faculty. It provided for
nonfaculty members to be on the
panel to hire in new faculty

members.
shocked the resolution was in a specialized area.
The resolution was proposed defeated by such a large margin
According to Nickolas Kadel,
Undergraduate Student
after faculty in the School of Art in the Senate.
"I was quite surprised that it Government senator, the issue
requested a charter interpretation involving a student on a hir- was defeated," Holmes said. will again be brought before the
ing panel. It was found the Char- "The reasons given were not Senate before the end of the year.
"It's ridiculous, the faculty is
ter did not provide for students very rational."
People opposed to the resolu- content with the status quo," exor other nonfaculty to be irition argued that teaching records plained Kadel, a junior political
volved in thcprocess.
The motion to pass the resolu- should not be made available to science major. "Give us a
tion failed by a vote of 29 no students, despite being public chance. How else can students
votes, 11 afirmative votes and record. Also, the opposition make a difference?"
Kadel said the timing of the restated, students would not necesfive abstentions.
Robert Holmes, vice chairman sarily have the knowledge solution was also inappropriate.
of Faculty Senate, said he was needed to hire a faculty member He suggested that the faculty

New library facility to open

submitted the issue to the Senate
before most of the students had
been appointed.
"It's sad when faculty feel so
threatened by nonfaculty," Kadel
said. "It's time we all rose up to
challenge this as a positive influence."
Holmes explained the reason
for the negative vote could have
been because of the lack of attendance by some of the senators, including students.
"It's something we'll have to
discuss" Holmes said.

More than Afrin

BG, UT, MCO joint project will provide for storage
Jay Young
The BG News
A $3.1 million joint library
storage facility for the University, Medical College of Ohio and
the University of Toledo will be
officially dedicated Monday at 2
p.m.
Located near the 1-475 and
State Route 25 Interchange in
Perrysburg, the 14,800 squarefoot warehouse contains
10,000-square-feet of space for
the high density storage of materials. Rows of specially designed
30-foot-high shelving provide the
equivalent of more than 24 miles
of shelves.
Library Dean Linda Dobb said
the joint effort is being led by the
University. She said the new
building will help the library
serve students better.

"We are maxed out on space
here as far as the book collection
goes," Dobb said. "We have old
things that don't get much use,
but shouldn't be thrown out. We
want to make sure students can
find the most relevant things."
Depository Manager Michael
Mcllugh, a University employee,
will keep In contact with the
three institutions and coordinate
delivery of materials.
McHugh said the depository
will clear as many as three floors
at the Jerome Library.
"Here, it will be the equivalent
of clearing out all of the 7th and
8th floors, as well as clearing out
other floors as well," McHugh
said. "We can clear out all of the
library materials that are not
used very often and put them in a
storage area so they will be preserved."

"We are maxed out
on space here, as far
as the book collection
goes

"

Linda Dobb
library dean

McHugh said each institution
saved about $15 to $35 million in
construction costs by working
together. He also said that operational costs will be one-third of
what would have been incurred
had three new facilities been
built.
Taking part in Monday's dedication ceremonies will be the
presidents of all three educational institutions, state legislators and members of the Ohio
Board of Regents.

Falcons may tackle OSU
Confirmation of event still pending
Scott Brown
The BG News
A return to Ohio Stadium to
take on the Buckeyes may be in
the offing for the Bowling Green
football team.
With the aura of the annual
Toledo game only two days away,
discussions are
heating up with
another Ohio
rival - Ohio
State - about a
possible football meeting
between the
two schools
next year.
Bowling
Green AthletZwierieln
ics Director Ron Zwierieln confirmed discussions are ongoing

regarding the Buckeyes' open
date on Sept. 13,1997.
Zwierieln did hint at an announcement coming soon, perhaps as early as today.
"We've been talking, discussing our options," Zwierieln said.
'It's Ohio State's problem; they
have the open date and need an
opponent
"We are open to any discussions, but right now we have a
commitment."
Zwierieln did reinterate that he
does not want any kind of discussion revolving a possible Ohio
State encounter to interfere with
the buildup to this weekend's
game at Toledo, one of the
biggest of the season for the FalI con team.
"I don't want to make any kind
of announcement that would jeo-

pardlze or distract from preparation for the Toledo game," he
said. "I'm not going to let this
thing become a distraction for
our players or coaches."
Zwierieln went on to say that If
no announcement was made by
the end of the day today that it
would be held off until next
week.
The Falcons are slated to host
Central Florida on Sept. 13 next
year, but The Associated Press
reported Wednesday that Central
Florida may be looking for a way
out of that game after Nebraska
inquired about filling its open
date on Sept. 13.
Central Florida has yet to officially ask out of that contract, but
should that happen the Falcons
would be faced with an open date
on the schedule and would seemingly be a perfect addition to

?
'-.-.- - -

SeeOSU, page nine.
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Chief ranger Mike Pflaum navigates the rock atop Teddy
Roosevelt's head as Thomas Jefferson looms eerily behind him
during a visit to the top of Mount Rushmore near Keystone, S.D.
Tuesday. A $50 million dollar facelift for the memorial Is on
schedule and should be completed In 1997. Mount Rushmore
National Monument attracts more than 2.5 million visitors a
year.
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Get educated on scams
Thinking about applying for a scholarship to help
finance that education? That's probably a good idea.
But wait—before you pay someone to do a scholarship search, first do your homework. The Consumer
Protection Section was recently contacted by a University of Dayton student who sent $96 to a scholarship company, expecting to receive financial aid information in return. When he didn't receive anything
after five months and many telephone calls to the
service, he'd realized he'd been scammed.
Legitimate companies seldom charge students for
lists of scholarships. Scholarships scams operate by
imitating authentic foundations, but guarantee they
can get scholarships for students in exchange for an
advance fee.
These six signs suggest the scholarship search is
a scam:
The scholarship is guaranteed or your money
back.
Nobody can guarantee you a grant or scholarship. Refund guarantees often have conditions or
strings attached.
You can't get this information anywhere else.
There are many free lists of scholarships. Check
with your school library before you pay someone to
do the work.
May I have your credit card number to hold
this scholarship?
Don't give out your credit card or bank account
number over the telephone without getting information in writing first. You may find money charged to
your account even when you didn't give permission.
Well do all the work.
Don't be fooled. You must apply yourself.
The scholarship will cost money.
Don't pay anyone who claims to be holding a
scholarship or grant for you. "Free money" shouldn't
cost a thing.
You've been selected by the national foundation to receive a scholarship or you're a finalist in
a contest you never entered.
Before you spend money to apply for a scholarship, check it out. Make sure the foundation or program is legitimate.
This is a column by Attorney General Betty Montgomery.

Can't get enough of them jocks
Welp. it's October. Lots of
stuff is going on. You can tell
cuzza TV. There's a new fall season on the networks as CSp,m's season comes to a close,
and election commercials
sound off all over the dial. And.
of course, it's time for the Major League Baseball playoffs,
with my beloved Cleveland Indians girding up their loins to
take the field of battle against
Baltimore. I Just can't help
watching my boys, try though I
might to resist the seductive
world of sports.
A brief history of my tumultuous relationship with
sports. In 1986, 1 discovered
baseball and fell in love with its
Intricacies, strategies, and
drama. When the season
ended, my sports Jones insatiable. I took to hoops and football and became a full-fledged
Jock Junkie. My biggest dream,
wimp that I was (am), was to
be a sportscaster.That fantasy
died quickly, however, as art.
politics, and relationships entered my consciousness, and I
lost the cerebral space needed
to remember who the Raiders'
backup tight end was.
In high school and college,
I could only generate interest
for "my" teams if a friend was
Involved. I gravitated to the pros
because they didn't try to conceal their function as a moneymaking machine behind the

Pierce
noble facade of an education,
which all-too-often is a travesty
of laughable course loads and
rule-bending. This is especially
true of the big-money sports,
football and basketball, where
dozens of schools are yearly
wrist-slapped by the NCAA for
improprieties.
Needless to say. the whole
scene disenchanted me, and
with pro hoops and football
grown mundane and predictable, I am left only with what I
began with: an addiction to
those lovable losers of years
past, the Tribe. This despite the
facts that they possess the most
despicably racist logo In all
sports, and that their lowestpaid player this year outearnedmy parents this decade
and will likely soon strike for
Increased benefits.
So what's up? I know better than to get sucked Into
sports, the soap opera for little
boys, yet I'll watch those annoying buffoons on ESPN for a half
hour for the Cleveland score.
Cleveland! That's it! Hometown
pride! Sports help you represent where you're from without

words or actions. I found myself In Cincinnati last weekend
and couldn't help snickering
and Red-bashing as we passed
Riverfront Stadium. (Speaking
of Red-bashing. Is anyone else
frightened that Clncy has a
highway named after Ronald
Reagan? But I digress.) If your
city's a winner, you feel more
like a winner, and can claim
superiority over folks from
other locales. This Idea is carried to the extreme in the frightening nationalism of recent
Olympics.
Besides vicarious triumph
and validation, it cannot be
denied that sports can be an
extremely exhilarating diversion. But being diverted can be
dangerous. Social critic
extraordlnare Noam Chomsky,
the Ted Williams of Intellectuals, asserts that sports are part
of an indoctrination system
which reduces our capacity to
think and siphons our Intelligence away from things that
actually matter to our lives that
we might have an idea about
changing. Watch your peers
open the BG News and skipping
to its massive sports section
(which often matches the news
portion of the News In size).
Then see if they can name their
Congressmen as easily as their
starting QB.
Chomsky also believes
sports possess an even more

frightening, insidious side. call-,
ing them "a way of building up/
Irrational attitudes of submlsV*
slon to authority," with "group
cohesion behind leadership elements."
Sounds a little far-fetched,
but when's the last time you
saw a player openly defy the
almighty coach or official without being severely punished?
Additionally, sports have a!-,
ways been rife with metaphors/
of war and dominance. When|.
so much of this is consumed
and we take athletes on as he-'
roes, what really happens to.
our minds?
I suppose I've come to the
conclusion that my dally sports
intake serves the purpose of
relaxing my mind after a stressful day. However, too much of
this mindless activity withoutconsidering Information or art
first makes me feel guilty, as i'
hope It would for everyone.,
Watching sports is such an ingrained part of millions of lives,
yet It Is rarely questioned. Before you check out any of this
week's jockfests. ask yourself
why you do (and don't say "Cuz
I feel like it." Jerk). Weigh what
you gain from giving yourself
ulcers over games (and they are
games) against what you're
missing out on. And go Tribe.
Call Matt a hypocrite at
mattp@bgnet.bgsu.edu.
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I have read with a great
deal of chagrin the recent spate
of articles, editorials and letters
to the editor decrying the level
of crime on campus and the
need for additional lighting to
make the campus safe.
Being an lnsitutlon devoted to education and learning, and one which aspires to
be "the premier learning Institution" In Ohio, I would expect
that people would do a little
research and check their facts
before giving an opinion and/
or calling for change.
Alas. BGSU has a long
way to go toward Its goal if the
recent discussion of crime and
safety Is any Indication.
Anyone who knows anything about crime and crime
prevention knows that BGSU Is
a very safe campus (as is the
entire city) and that the addition of lighting will have no impact on the level of crime on
campus.
Compared to most other
universities, BGSU experiences
little crime of any type. Compared to any other geographic
unit (such as cities, towns,
counties, etc.). the crime figures
for BGSU are hardly worthy of
discussion.
This fact remains
whether one considers police or
victimization data.
In terms of lighting, the
university Is wasting a tremendous amount of money on an
Intervention which has been
proven over and over again to
have no impact on crime.
The scientific literature

more cool 40 years from now
toting an oxygen container!
around and breathing with only!
one lung since the other had to!
be removed due to lung cancer.;
1 Imagine that many
smokers are fuming saying
such things as first we can*
Start doing some research, us- smoke In our rooms, then we!
ing your heads, and take some are forced outside, and somepersonal responsibility.
times we cannot even smoke In
a restaurant.
Steven P. Lab. Ph.D.
Well. I am sorry to hear
Professor and Director
about
that.
Criminal Justice Program
That is another topic thai
can be discussed elsewhere. £

Letters to the Editor
has demonstrated this fact repeatedly over the past 20-30
years.
All lighting will do is make
you feel safer while someone
assaults you.
It does not change your
chances of assault. $500,000
can be much better spent on
educating individuals, with a
greater potential impact, than
on lights which will not make a
difference.
So what will help? SIMPLE
COMMON SENSE.
Pay attention to your surroundings. Do not walk alone
at night. Do not drink or otherwise Impair your senses,
which will negate your abilities
to make good decisions.
Your parents, home
towns, and other employers do
not provide an all night escort
service, lights on every corner,
or emergency phones every 1015 feet.
Why should the University?
Not only are we supposed
to be an educated, thinking
community, but we are also a
community of adults that need
to take responsibility for ourselves and our situations.
Stop making uneducated
calls for useless interventions.

Is it Just I. or has anyone
else noticed the horrendous
number of cigarette butss lying
on the ground around campus?
They seem to be everywhere.
It Is especially evident in
those areas frequented by
smokers such as outside the
dorms and classroom buildings.
This would lead to the
conclusion that these smokers
are Uttering the campus with
their butts.
This is one Individual that
would appreciate It If people
had the decency to clean up
after themselves and not leave
their trash for someone else to
clean up and look at.
Maybe I am missing something but Is flicking your butts
around others the cool thing
to do?
Sounds pretty cool to me.
I bet you would look even

Your frustration does na|
support your freedom to litter;
nor do these arguments havi
any bearing on the fact that yojj
are littering.
All I am asking is for eacjj
of you to have some self respedi
and respect for others by mairj)
talnlng a clean environment. »j
Some of you butt flickers
are probably thinking that:
people are paid to pick up thq.
trash, so we can do what we
want.
I can use that same logic;'
and start throwing my trash'
out the car window since someone else Is already being paid"
to clean the streets.
And to everyone who lrf
upset with this trash, give ■
reminder to those you see lit-^
tering to clean up after them-:
selves.
Michael Howlck
NDS GraduatcfStudent 5
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Opponents claim riverboat
{gambling could break bank
Brandon Wray
The BC News
Ohio voters will roll the dice In
November on whether to allow
riverboat gambling on Ohio
waterways.
Ohio citizens wUl decide If
riverboat gambling will be allowed in Lorain, Hamilton, and
Cuyahoga counties among six
different facilities.
Law enforcement officials and
the Attorney General's office are
opposed to the issue because they
say it will increase crime in the
areas and hurt the local economy
where It is legalized.
Galen Ash, Bowling Green City
police chief, said that gambling
would have a negative effect on
any area it would go into.
"Crime increases In cities
where gambling is allowed, suicide rates go up and insurance
fraud goes up about 40 percent,"Ash said"It is a myth that

gambling helps the local economy. In Illinois, where it is legal,
a study showed that people who
came to the casino went from
their cars to the riverboat and
back to their cars without ever
using any businesses In the rest
of the city."
According to Ash, child abuse
and domestic violence also rises
nearly 40 percent with casinos in
the area.
These increases stem from
problem gamblers who take out
their frustrations on their families, he said.
Chris Davey, communications
director for Attorney General
Betty Montgomery, also said
gambling hurts the econmy more
than helps it.
"Gambling takes tens of millions of dollars out of the active
economy where people buy actual products or services,"
Davey said. "It then puts all that
money into the hands of a few

Eating Out

wealthy casino owners."
Davey added that legalizing
the riverboat casinos Is really
creating a legal monopoly.
"Once casino gambling gets established, moral decay and crime
will spread like a cancer like
across the state," Davey
said"Gambllng has an Insidious
effect on the community."
The Ohio AFL-CIO has endorsed Issue 1, believing It will
boost the Ohio's economy and
create extra money for schools.
In their press release, the AFLCIO said that Issue 1 is not about
morality, it is about the reality of
jobs and additional money for the
schools.
Issue 1 supporters from Lorain
county are taking a bus tour of
the state to gather support. According to Mark Gaunce, a representative from the group, the
bus will be Bowling Green next
Wednesday.

Rock the Vote

T«U Y«ua/Tte BC Nc»i

Nathan Bersee, freshman music major, and Kelly Fehrenbach, sophomore art therapy major, eat
lunch at a picnic table between the Fine Arts Building and Jerome Library Wednesday.

■ Wednesday a man was cited
for having unauthorized license
plates and not using his headlights while he was malting a run
for the border at Taco Bell on
East Wooster Street.
■ An allegedly intoxicated man
on Napoleon Road and wanted to
fight the taxi driver who took
him home Tuesday. According to
the police report the man said to
the officer "111 kick your f—ing
ass." He was charged with disturbing the peace and taken to
Wood County Jail.
■ A life-size Marilyn Monroe
stand-up poster valued at $10 was
taken from the 600 block of Fifth
Street on Tuesday. The owner of
the Monroe memorial saw the cut
out In another house. Officers
found no one at home and said
they would stop back later.
■ On Tuesday a couple visiting
Bowling Green returned to their

Joe Boyle/The BC Ncwi

Carrie Miller, a Junior English major, registers to vote next to the Education Building Wednesday.
The service was provided by the University Activltes Organization in conjunction with WXKR-FM, a
Toledo radio station.

car and found their antenna
"bent over." No suspects are
known in the assault on the car.
■ Sunday night an employee at
Frisch's Big Boy reported a fight
was about to break out in the dining room. A brawl was averted at
the last second.
■ Litter from a party on North
Enterprise Street was blowing
around the neighborhood on Sunday, according to a police report.
The people from the party were
ordered to clean up the area.
■ A large white husky was reportedly running loose Sunday
night In the 100 block of Manville
Avenue. The red-collared dog
could not be caught, according to
people at the scene.
■ A woman was arrested Sunday for shoplifting a bottle of
"Mad Dog" wine, "Banana Red"
in flavor. The bottle was valued
at $3.69. The alleged wine connoiseur was released after she

■ The right low beam lightbulb
■A local resident pulled into a
parking spot that someone else was reported missing from a
was waiting for. The waiting per- police cruiser on Aug. 13.
son allegedly threatened the
■ A missing person report was
quick-eyed driver and the filed Sept. 10. However, the missing person was found
driver's car.
■ A Mercer Road resident re■ A suspicous wedding present
ported seeing a man with a hand was reported to University
gun running toward the Ice Police Aug. 7. A detonation exArena on Aug. 14. The armed pert from the Wood County Sherriffs office came to assist. The
bandit could not be located.
■ A local resident said package was found to be a popsomeone entered his Jeep and corn popper.
took an AM/FM cassette and two
■ A student complained that
Pioneer speakers on Aug. 13.
five juveniles were drinking in

was charged.
■ A 3-foot by 5-foot Buffalo
Bills flag and the pole it was on
were stolen from a house on Conneaut Street Saturday. The fourtime Super Bowl losers' flag and
its accompanying pole were valued at $40.
■ Friday a man was seen masturbating outside the window of
an apartment on Seventh Street.
The resident of the apartment
saw the man outside her window
and told him to leave. The man
was described as skinny.
■ Two females were observed
Friday carrying a "large Dr.
Yap" people-not-politics political
sign from a Ridge Street residence. The people did the politically correct thing and dropped it
when they saw police responding
to the scene. Friends of the women carried the sign back to Ridge
from an East Reed Street residence.

McDonald West Sept. 7. The juveniles were arrested and logged
in the juvenile detention center.
The case Is still under investigation.
■ A local resident was arrested
for alleged criminal tresspassing
at the Kappa Alpha Psi house.
The resident had been previously
warned that if she came back on
campus she would be charged.
■ Someone reported that a pair
of taillight blackout covers were
stolen from his vehicle.

Howard Jewelers
is where it's at!
Located In the Woodland Mall

Proud Sponsor of the
1996 Homecoming Game|
BGSU vs. Kent St.
Sat. Oct. 12
At the game,
register in the
first quarter

Also win a

$100
gift certificate

f

Large Pizza Cheese & 3 Toppings
• Limited time offer
• Not valid with any
other otter

; IKWJEWA'I
2 MEDIUM PIZZAS

to win a
Trip for 2
to the
Las Vegas
Bowl
(Air fair and
hotel included)

DAILY SPECIAL

Limited time offer
Not valid with any
other offer
BG store only

Also
V&*@)*obhin
inside...
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Cheese 5i One
Topping

2> LARGE PIZZAS Cheese
• Limited time offer
i Not valid with any
other offer
• BG store only

Si One
Topping
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Secret Service won't charge teen Bryan man again
Columbus resident wishes Clinton dead, White House blown up
The Associated Press
COLUMBUS, Ohio - No charges will be filed against a Columbus teenager who wrote a letter
threatening President Clinton, a
Secret Service agent said today.
The Secret Service visited Stephanie Honore's home on Tuesday after learning she had written a letter in which she said she
wished Clinton were dead. The
letter also expressed a desire to
blow up the White House and directed an obscenity toward the
president.
Paul Magalski, resident agent
in charge of the Secret Service
office in Columbus, said agents
found no evidence of criminal intent.
"At this point, our investigation is complete," he said.
"No further action will be
needed."
As a matter of record, results
of the investigation will be sent
to the U.S. attorney's office in
Columbus. Threatening the
president carries a sentence up
to five years in prison.
The letter was the 17-yearold's
fifth to the president. She said
she wrote it because she was
frustrated Clinton hadn't responded to her previous letters
expressing concerns about AIDS,

education funding, animal rights
and the environment.
"In English [class], we talked
about our concerns and basically
what adults are doing for our
country," the student at Fort
Hayes Metropolitan Center told
The Columbus Dispatch for a
story published today,
"Our teacher said we had a lot
of ideas, and we should tell
someone."
Honore called her first letter to
Clinton "nice" and her second
"more helpful." The letters became increasingly hostile,
though, as she got no reply from
the president.

"At this point, our
investigation is
complete. No further
action will be
needed."

AP PkataMHw Muadci

Stephanie Hanore, right, talks about being vlilied by the Secret Service regarding her threatening letter* to the President.

Paul Magalski

Columbus Secret Service
In the last one, sent a few
weeks ago, Honore said she included "I wished he was dead"
and "I wished I had a bomb to
blow up the White House." She
also used an obscenity.
All of the letters bore Honore's

signature, address and phone
number.
Talking about why she felt it
necessary to use such language,
Honore said, "He's not listening
to my generation."
Debra Honore, the teenager's
mother, said she supports her
daughter's interest in social issues and even bought her a typewriter to write the president.
But she added, "I expressed to

her that she should not make
threats."
"She was wrong to send the letter," Mrs. Honore said, "but I
think they blew it totally out of
proportion. She's 17 years old.
She doesn't have a gun."
The teen said she will continue
her letter-writing campaign but
plans to tone down the language a
bit.

held without bond

The Associated Press
BRYAN, Ohio - A man who claims he had nothing to do with
his wife's death was again ordered held without bond at the Williams County Jail.
Rocky Kafai, 30, of Edgcrton, has been charged with murder
for the death of his wife, Brenda, 35. He claims two men who
broke into his rural home Monday morning and kidnapped him
were responsible.
During a hearing. Prosecutor Craig Roth asked Municipal
Court Judge Joseph Kiacz to continue holding Kafai without
bond while authorities investigate his background. Roth has said
that Kafai may have been involved in a drug case in Los Angeles,
but has refused to provide any further information.
Kiacz on Tuesday agreed to keep Kafai in Jail for at least one
more day. On Wednesday, Kiacz ordered Kafai held without
bond.
Kafai was upset when the Judge said he would have to stay in
Jail.
"Do you know when I can get out on bail?" Kafai asked the
judge. "I bought my own house, I have my own business."
"I understand, Mr. Kafai," Judge Kiacz said. "This is a very
serious charge."
"I understand that, too, and you guys treated me like I did it.
You Just said 'You did it, and you're going to Jail,' " said Kafai,
who owns a painting business.
An autopsy conducted by the Lucas County coroner's office
was inconclusive, and it could take several weeks before the
cause of death is established, Williams County Coroner John
Moats said.
The time of Mrs. Kafal's death has not been established, although it was probably Sunday night or Monday morning.
Williams County Sheriff Alan Word said there were no visible
wounds on Mrs. Kafai's body. He declined to comment on what
evidence authorities have linking Kafai to his wife's death.
Kafai told authorities the men broke into his home and forced
him to drive them to Toledo. He said they did not take his wife
and that he did not know what happened to her.

Findlay teens fight for right to smoke, chew tobacco
The Associated Press
FINDLAY, Ohio -- Teenage smokers
have a message for local officials: Butt
out of our business.
Under a proposed city law, teenagers
caught smoking or found with any
tobacco products - including chewing
tobacco - would have to spend time in
an anti-smoking class.
That doesn't sit well with some Find-

lay teens.
"They tell us what we can wear. What
we can do. What we can say. Now they
want to tell us if we can or cannot
smoke. We have no rights," said Angela
Troutman, 16, of Findlay.
But supporters such as Dr. Rick Watson, a lung specialist, say the law is
needed to curb teen smoking.
The law probably won't make 16- and
17-year-old smokers stop, said Watson,

who is president of the Coalition for a
Smoke Free Findlay-Hancock County.
But it will have an impact on 12- to
14-year-olds who have begun experimenting with tobacco, he said.
His organization and the Hancock
County Health Department is pushing
for the law.
The city on Wednesday was abuzz
with talk about the measure.
Patty Flick said she supports it.
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The City Council decided to form a
committee of four council members to
review the proposal, which could take
several months.
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The proposal was debated at Tuesday's City Council meeting in this
northwest Ohio city, about 20 miles
south of Bowling Green.
Councilwoman Marcia Barkey said
she was afraid the city would have to
hire more police officers to enforce the
law.
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Assorted Varieties
Regular or Diet
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"There are too many kids walking
around smoking who don't know about
the long-term effects," she said.
Ann DeWitt also was in favor of the
proposed law.
"To see a 10-year-old smoking and to
think it's so cool," she said shaking her
head. "They don't realize what they're
doing."
But some people said it was too harsh.
"I don't believe it's right," said Tony
Turtle, 27. "Kids will be kids. They will
make their own choices."
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afforded by two universities.
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Personnel Relations, One State Farm Plaza, Bloomington, Illinois 61710.
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Fuhrman given President, GOP feud over memo
probation, fine Executive privilege at issue; both parties may push matter to courts
Marcy Gordon

The Associated Press

LOS ANGELES - Former Detective Mark Fuhrman pleaded
no contest to perjury today for
denying under oath at O.J. Simpson's trial that he had used the
word "nigger" in the past decade.
He was given three years' probation and fined $200.
Superior Court Judge John
Ouderkirk accepted Fuhrman's
plea, calling the deal "appropriate and fair."
He wore a dark business suit
and answered only, "Yes, your
honor" today when asked if he
accepted and understood his
plea.
Fuhrman retired after Simpson
was acquitted and now works as
an apprentice electrician in rural
Idaho, where he will be allowed
to serve his probation.
Security was heavy for the
court hearing. Fuhrman was escorted by two plainclothes sheriffs deputies, with as many as
eight uniformed deputies standing by.
Before he entered the plea,
Fuhrman was served with a subpoena from Simpson's lawyers
ordering him to testify in Simpson's civil trial, now in the jury
selection stage in Santa Monica.
"Mark Fuhrman, you are
served, buddy, you are served!"
the process server shouted in the
courtroom hallway.
The families of Nicole Brown
Simpson and Ronald Goldman
are suing Simpson for unspecified damages, seeking to hold

The Associated Press

Fuhrman
him responsible for their slayings.
During the criminal trial. District Attorney Gil Garcetti's office argued that Fuhrman's
comments were immaterial to
the question of whether Simpson
was guilty or innocent.
Superior Court Judge Lance Ito
barred the defense from introducing other evidence of alleged
racism, including records of
Fuhrman's 1981 disability hearing, saying that had taken place
too long ago.
State Attorney General Dan
Lungren began an investigation
in November after the district attorney's office bowed out.
Whether Fuhrman testifies or
not at the civil trial, his legacy
will undoubtedly have an impact.
One prospective juror called
him a "cocky jerk."

WASHINGTON - For the
second time this election year,
President Clinton and GOP
lawmakers are clashing over a
White House executive privilege claim. But neither side
will say whether it's willing to
push the matter to the legal
brink again.
The latest dispute concerns a
memo to Clinton from the
heads of the FBI and the Drug
Enforcement Administration
said to be highly critical of
federal anti-drug policy. Last
spring, the White House and a
GOP congressional committee
battled over 2,000 pages of
documents related to the White
House travel office firings in
May 1993.
Before the White House relented in the travel office case,
the House Government Reform and Oversight Committee
voted to seek a criminal contempt charge against White
House counsel Jack Quinn and
two other White House aides.
While not disclosing his next
move, Rep. William Zellff,
R-N.H., chairman of the panel's
national security subcommittee, said Tuesday his subcommittee would do everything
possible to secure the memo by
Louis Freeh, director of the
FBI, and Thomas Constantine,
head of the Drug Enforcement
Administration.
Clinton took the rare step

Tuesday of asserting presidential privilege over the
memo.
"It concerns me a lot [because] Louis Freeh is a guy I
respect," Zellff said in an
interview. "We're going to do
everything we can to get our
hands on" the subpoenaed
memo.
Campaigning in Elizabethtown, Pa., Republican presidential nominee Bob Dole
called on Clinton to release the
memo.
"The White House is evoking
executive privilege to keep
that memo from seeing the
light of day," he said. "Mr.
President, it's time to release
this memo so that the American people can see how bad
your drug policy has been over
the past 44 months. We're going to demand it's release."
At a hearing Tuesday, the
subcommittee questioned
White House drug czar Barry
McCaffrey, Coast Guard
Commandant Adm. Robert
Kramek and others about a
Pentagon-ordered report that
found flaws in federal antidrug policy. Some Republicans
have accused McCaffrey of
suppressing the report.
Quinn told Zeliff in a letter,
"The president has instructed
me to inform you that he invokes executive privilege with
respect to this document."
Quinn said releasing the
memo would harm the constitutional separation of powers

between the executive and legislative branches of government. He told Zeliff it was a
"confidential" document, "discussing various law enforcement options and strategies,
prepared by senior law enforcement officials directly for
the president and for the
president alone."
In the memo, Freeh complained to Clinton about the
lack of "any true leadership" in
fighting the influx of heroin
and cocaine, according to an
August report in Newsweek
magazine. Freeh handdelivered the memo to Clinton
some 18 months ago, Newsweek said.
The latest fight over documents came as the Republicans, led by presidential nominee Bob Dole, pressed their
criticism of Clinton for what
the GOP contender has
portrayed as a lax anti-drug
program and a casual attitude
toward narcotics use.
"Leak, scandal, cover-up
seem to be the modus operandl
of the Clinton administration,"
Christina Martin, a spokeswoman for the Dole campaign,
said of the executive privilege
assertion.
"The American people have
a right to know if the director
of the FBI believes the president showed no true leadership
in the war on drugs," Martin
said. "Bill Clinton should be
ashamed of hiding behind a
shield of executive privilege.

It's wrong, it's secretive and it
reeks of guilt."
White House spokesman
Mike McCurry, asked about
Freeh's memo, described the
tussle over documents as a recurring problem with Republicans in Congress.
"In the closing days of the
104th Congress, some Republican committees have lost track
of a very Important part of our
U.S. Constitution called the separation of powers," McCurry
told reporters. He accused the
Republicans of trying to infringe on the president's right
to hold confidential contacts
with government officials.
McCurry did confirm that
the April 1995 memo, which he
said was classified, was addressed to Clinton by Freeh
and Constantine.
FBI spokeswoman Angela
Bell and DEA spokesman Jim
McGivney had no comment.
McCaffrey, asked at the subcommittee hearing about the
memo, said he knew nothing
about it. The memo was written
before he became the national
drug-control policy director in
March.
McCaffrey, a retired Army
general, also reasserted that he
did nothing to suppress the
Pentagon-commissioned study
on drug policy conducted by a
think tank. He acknowledged
that he disagreed with its conclusion.
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Let the Huntington
get you into the
BG/UTgame!
Stop in at The Huntington Banks Access Center
in the Student Union for a demonstration
and receive two tickets to the
October 5th BG/UT football game.
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Early success only
tip of the iceberg
Scott Brown
The BC News

What the Bowling Green defense has
accomplished so far this season can be
considered nothing short of outstanding.
The Falcons have allowed opposing
offenses only 2.3 yards per carry, and
only 1.8 per carry over the past three
games. The last three opponents have

combined for only 177 rushing yards, or
59.0 per game. The rush defense is
ranked first in the conference and 10th in the
nation.
And the Falcons still
have a lot of room to
improve.
"We just have to
keep improving," defensive coordinator
Paul Ferraro said.
"We've improved a lot
Ferraro
from last year, and
we've been improving every game this

year."
BG turned in possibly Its best defensive performance yet in the first half
against the Chippewas, holding them
scoreless. But a second-half flurry allowed CMU to end up with 435 passing
yards, the most against the Falcons in 13
years.
Much of the heat - probably undeservedly so - for that performance fell on
the secondary. However, as linebacker
Kevin O'Neill noted this week, the defense still stands as one unit.
"I think what you saw was very uncharacteristic of our defense on Satur-

day," O'Neill said. "I don't know if it was
any one position's fault. The defense
plays together as one unit, and we didn't
get the pressure on the guys like we
needed to."
Ferraro said the family atmosphere
about the team is a big reason for its success.
"It's not a bunch of individuals, it's
really everybody together this year,"
Ferraro said. "It's exciting for me as a
coach just to meet with these guys because they are so enthusiastic and are so
See DEFENSE, page nine.

Bruhowski's leadership key
to Falcon defensive success
Scott Brown
The BC News

"Dave Bruhowski is why you
coach football."

Listen to what members of the Falcon football
team are saying about senior defensive end Dave
Bruhowski:
"Dave Bruhowski is definitely a leader on this
team," said linebacker Kevin O'Neill. "The way he
carries himself on the field and in the classroom,
he's the ideal student-athlete."
"Dave Bruhowski is why you coach football,"
Falcon defensive coordinator Paul Ferraro said.
"He does it all. He's a great person off the field,
and on the field he is one of the most consistent,
hard-working players we have."
However, you won't catch Dave Bruhowski saying these things.
Chances are, you'll find Dave Bruhowski
camped out in front of a television set, studying
film of the Falcons' next opponent.
"I've always wanted to play at a level that I
thought I was capable of," Bruhowski said as the
Falcons prepare for this week's game against
Toledo.
"For each game, everyone has to step it up a
little bit and I just try to do that for this game. It's
a challenge that I put on myself every game."
The Northville, Mich, native is coming off his
biggest game as a collegiate last week against CenThe BG News/Doug Khrcnoviky tral Michigan. He was credited with 11 eight tackles - a career high - including a sack for a loss of
Dave Bruhowski (90) powers past an offensive lineman against Temple earlier this season.

Everhart in midst of career season
Scott Brown
The BG News

Big plays are Tony Everhart's
specialty.
The senior comerback has
made quite a few of them over
the course of his career. After
Intercepting a conference-high
five passes in his sophomore
season of 1994, Everhart has continued his playmaking ability
into his senior season.
Already this season, Everhart
has recovered two fumbles and
blocked a field-goal attempt.
Everhart returned one of the
fumbles for a touchdown against

-

Central Michigan.
"I dldnt really enjoy it at the
moment, but as I look back it's
something," Everhart said this
week as the Falcons prepare for
Toledo. "It's like,'Wow, I scored!'
I was happy that it changed the
momentum of the game."
Changing momentum is one of
the important aspects of Everhart's position, and he has performed admirably in his senior
season.
"Tony is another player who
you love to have on your team,"
defensive coordinator Paul Ferraro said. "He's playing really
well right now, even if his num-

Parent of the Year
Essay Contest
j Reward your parents for
f^Wents {n their hard work and
\& of the
dedication.
J Pick up your application now
/ L al'iV '"I*"* • ) in the UAO office, 330 Union
11 III 1
Entries due Mon. Oct. 14
(yjj^g)
Any questions, call 2-7164.
The winning parent(s) will be honored during
Parents Weekend. Nov. 9.
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bers aren't what they were a few
years ago."
Two years ago, Everhart had a
career-high 47 tackles to go along
with his five interceptions. Only
a sophomore, he was considered
one of the bright young stars on a
team that finished 9-2.
However, 1995 was a different
story for Everhart and the Falcons as a whole. Everhart started
the first four games but only
played in four of the final seven
games.
"I got off to a good start, and I
Just started letting nagging injuries get to me," Everhart said. "I
had a lot of problems outside of

football get to me I couldn't deal
with the adversity, I guess.
"Now that I'm mature I've got
a lot of people behind me on the
team helping me through from
game to game. It's not a chore to
me. It's something that I want to
do day-in and day-out."
The Middletown native is third
on the team with 30 tackles. Despite the team's penchant for giving up passing yardage - the Falcons are currently ninth in the
conference - Everhart is having
a career year and only expects to
get better, as an individual and as

FOR MORE
INFORMATION CALL

See BRUHOWSKI, page nine.

Tony Everhart
Senior* #14
5-11,175 lbs.
Middletown
Middletown H.S.
Three-dimensional
design studies
Quoting Tony:
'Now (hat I am mature I've got a
lot of people behind me on the
team helping me through from
game to game. It's not a chote to
me. It's something that I want to do
day-in and day-out.'
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Come to... GAMERS
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Interviews
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Lenhart Grand Ballroom or
Career Services Office
Must have a completed
application to register.

11 yards.
Bruhowski is a big reason for the Falcons' defensive success this season, particularly against
the run.
"He's a great person for the younger guys to
model themselves after," O'Neill said. "Without
him and the rest of the guys on the defensive line, I
don't think the linebackers would be having the
kind of year they've been having."
Bruhowski has started every game this season at
defensive end after starting 13 games over the
past two seasons at nose guard. He is one of only
three fifth-year seniors who has been with Bowling
Green all five seasons.
Defensive end is his more natural position, and
he has welcomed the switch back this year.
"I feel more comfortable at defensive end," he
said. "There's more reads involved and there's a
different responsibility. I think I can do better at

See EVERHART, page nine.
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Information Table
October 8th
9:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m.
Lenhart Grand Ballroom

Paul Ferraro
Falcon defensive coordinator

Thursday Oct. 3rd and party with
THE BUZZ and GRASSHOPPER PIE
for your chance to win 8 tickets and a
limo ride to and from the BG-UT game
this Saturday.
FRIDAY AND SATURDAY IS XING

HOMECOMING MERCHANDISE SALE
October 3 & 4,1996
$12.00
T-shirts
Playing Cards
$1.00
$1.00
Stress Balls
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Value Package:
All 4 items for $14.00
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Steps of the Education Building
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Orioles take game two on controversial call
David Ginsburg
Glnsburo
Associated Press
BALTIMORE - This time, the
umpires sided with the Baltimore
Orioles. And once again, a player
named Alomar was In the middle.
Cal Ripken scored the tiebreaking run on a disputed play
in the eighth inning, and the Baltimore Orioles beat the Cleveland Indians 7-4 Wednesday for a
2-0 lead in their best-of-5 AL
playoff series.
Baltimore moved within one
win of becoming the first wildcard team to advance, and
pushed the defending AL champions to the brink of elimination.
Game 3 will be Friday in Cleveland.
Brady Anderson homered for
the second straight day, helping
the Orioles take a 4-0 lead. Albert
Belle homered as the Indians rallied, tying it with a run in the
eighth.
But Baltimore bounced back in
a controversial bottom of the
eighth.
Bobby Bonilla drew a leadoff
walk from Eric Plunk and Cal
Ripken, in his first playoff series
in 13 years, hit a ground-rule
double. Eddie Murray was given
an intentional walk to load the
bases.

brought Indians manager Mike
Hargrove out of the dugout to
discuss the play with plate umpire Greg Kosc.
Hargrove argued that Surhoff
was In the base line, to no avail.
Replays cleared showed Surhoff
to the left side of i.he baseline as
he approached the. bag.
Once play resumed, Anderson
hit a sacrifice fly and Roberto
Alomar added an RBI single.
It was Roberto Alomar, Sandy-s brother, who was the center
of an ongoing dispute with umpires. He spit In the face of umpire John HIrschbeck last weekend in Toronto, leading to a delayed five-game suspension and a
series of off-the-fleld events (hat
still are unfolding.
The loss left the Indians In the
position of trying to become only
the third big league team to rally
from a 2-0 deficit in five-game
playoff series. Cleveland led the
majors with 99 wins this season.
Mike Mussina will pitch for
Baltimore against Jack
McDowell on Friday before another sellout crowd at Jacobs
Field. The crowd of 48,970 at
Camden Yards was the largest
ever at the young ballpark.
With the Indians down 4-0,
Hargrove gathered around a dozen of his players together In the
dugout before the sixth Inning
for what appeared to be a lowkey pep talk. The Indians Immediately responded by playing the
brand of baseball that earned
them two straight AL Central H"es-

Paul Assenmacher relieved,
and BJ. Surhoff hit a bouncer
back to the mound. Assenmacher
threw home for a forceout, but ~
with Surhoff running on the
wrong side of the baseline - the
throw from catcher Sandy AloKenny Lofton singled with one
mar bounced to first base and
out and promptly stole his first
dribbled away.
The wild throw allowed Ripken two bases of the playoff before
to score for a 5-4 lead, and scoring on a groundout by Kevin

■'■■■■.
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Seitzer. Jim Thome then
theft singled |
and Belle got his first hit ef the
aeries, « home run Into the leftfield seats that cut the leadatW.
In ' the seventh, Baltimore.
starter Scott Erlckson issued two
straight walks with two outs and
was replaced by Jesse Ofdsco,
who struck out LoRofKn'a 2-2
pitch. Seitzer and JtnVlStome
singled to open the eighth, chaslng'orosco, iuid Julio Franco tied
the game with a sacrifice t\y off
Armando Benltez. ■'•;'•., ■
Benliez weuntf up as the wtnHmg pitcher and Plunk *ras"tne
|ggar, Randy Myers pitched, the
ninth for a save,

ESsw

The Orioles toot? .a, 1
Inning lead for the eeeond
straight day. After $»el Hershiser walked Alemar and ftafael
Palmefro, Baltimore got'tfK unearned' run when a twe-out
grounder by *>«*!• 'went
through the legs or Seitzer at
first base.
After Anderson homered la the
flfth, Palmeiro got ** twe-out
single, Bonilla wnlfced an*, RipAPPhWo
ken lined an RBI single to left,
his first hit In 14 career at-bats
Albert Belle does a slow burn In the dugout following the Tribe's Wednesday afternoon loss to the
against Hershiser. Murray then
doubled, scoring Bonilla for a 4-0 • Orioles.
toad, bat Ripkea was rhrdwn out *
atthepttte.
Notes: The start Of the-game
was delayed 37 minutes by rein.
Tuesday's game started late, too,
because of the late arrival of the
umpires. ... Belle was ll-for-52
lifetime in the playoffs (.21*) be-,
fore his homer. ... Andersen has..'
homered in three straight games,
including the season ffnale. ... j
the previous biggest crowd at
Camden Yards was 4»J47 at the
19»3 All-Star game.
-

Braves take Dodgers in 10
seven, walked two and threw having thrown 131 pitches. With
strikes on his last 17 pitches. He hts last pitch, to retired Hark
Improved to 6-1 lifetime in post- Lemke on a grounder with a run
ner at third. He struck evt six
LOS ANGELES - John Smoltz season play.
Mark Wohlers, who had a club- and walked these.
took care of the Los Angeles
Dodgers for the first nine innings record 39 saves, worked around a
The Dodgers tied It W ear fife
Wednesday. His catcher finished one-out single by Greg Qagne to
preserve the victory for the de- on a leadoff double by QesjM end
them off in the 10th.
Smoltz, who led the majors in fending World Series champions. a two<wt double by slumping
rookie Todd Hollanesworth, who
wins and strikeouts this season,
Ramon Martinez matched finished the regvlar season with
allowed only four hits and Javy
Lopez homered off Antonio Smoltz for eight Innings, giving Just two hits la his ftaai »«Osuna to start the 10th as the plt- up Just three hits. But his bullpen
ching-rich Atlanta Braves beat did not do the job as the Dodgers
Hollandsworth was 0-fot-2
the slumping Dodgers 2-1 in the lost their fifth straight game, a
opener of their NL playoff series. streak that cost them the NL wish e strikeout before sUefcufas*
As expected, the matchup be- West title and left them as the hit Just Inside the thjrd-baas nag
oa the first pitch from assort*.
tween the teams with the top two wild card team.
Atlanta took a 1-0 lead to the
staffs In baseball was a pitching
Lopez worked the count full fourth when Marauls Grtseom
duel. There were Just nine hits in
the entire game, four by Atlanta before fouling off three pitches. singled,-stole second, went to
Smoltz, 24-8 this year, retired He then hit a drive far over the third on a grouadout and stored
on a sacrifice fly by 'Fred
his final 13 batters In a dominat- fence In right-center field.
Martinez left after the eighth. McCriff.
ing performance. He struck out
John Midel
Associated Press
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BOWLING GREEN, OHiO

Not Another Sports Bar! --*
Not Another Dance Bar!
A
Unique Hangout for 21 and Over
Featuring The Schnapps Shot Bar
All Shots only $1.50

Meet result encouraging
Jason McMihon
The BC News

They say second place Is the
first loser. So they lied.
While the scoresheet may show
that BGSU'i women's cross
country team suffered a defeat at
the hands of the University of
Michigan last Saturday, the Falcons really didnt lose a thing.
Flat out, they ran a darn good
meet
Placing four runners In the top
. 10, coupled with beating Miami
(Ohio) an their home course, has
been a great confidence booster
1 for Bowling Green heading into
Friday's huge Notre Dame Invitational.
"We're real excited by the fact
g that we ran with Michigan,"
. BGSU coach Steve Price said.
"We're looking real strong now."
They are Indeed The course at
Miami was muddy and a tad long,
so the tunes were not necessarily
,'* all that great But the races were.
* Not only did the Falcons compete
5 on the same level as a team currently ranked ninth In the nation,
but they also convincingly beat
I the host Redskins.
After being defeated soundly
themselves by Ohio University in
their first meet, the buzz was that
BGSU may not be as strong as
, anticipated. Miami was looking
I to prove that, and they got
burned.
"It was a very sweet victory
over Miami," Price said "They
were beating a lot of good teams.
After a non-race against OU, I
feel we are the team to beat in
the MAC"

CROSS COUNTRY

NOTEBOOK

50* D*

Happy Hours
5pm-9pm
Everyday

■ftfuttutaaiutatu

For the men, the Notre Dame
meet represents a "good challenge for us," said coach Sid
Sink. The Falcons could use a
challenge like Friday to bury the
Price now feels that his team Is memory of last weekend, where
strong enough to re-enter the they finished fifth out of seven
NCAA top 25. His women are schools.
currently ranked seventh In their
"We raced basically for a
district, a ranking he expects will
Improve, especially if they can mile," Sink said, "and didn't race
knock off Notre Dame, ranked any longer." He did note some
bright spots as well, showing
third In the district
'We have an opportunity to run once again that he remains an opagainst a nationally-ranked timist.
team," Price said of the Irish (No.
"Dan Flaute [11th at Miami] is
22 In the nation), a team which is
running solid. He hasnt had a
"very strong but beatable."
bad race yet." Pat Carney also
To beat Notre Dame, Bowling showed marked Improvement
Green will have to get the same from the week before, while
effort out of their top four - Jess freshman Kreg Hatfleld had his
LaFene, Suzanne Isco, Laura best race ever.
Hall, and Rcnee Straycr - that
The men are looking forward
they have received the last two
meets. But It will also be neces- to tills meet It will be divided
Into two divisions: the gold divisary for fifth runner Nlkld Monroe to rebound from a bad meet, sion and the tougher blue diviand to bring some help along with sion. Last year, the Falcons took
her, something Price is banking third In the blue, but Sink requested to be placed In the gold
on.
this year so as to alleviate some
"I feel that Nlkkl will be back of the pressure from his young
to par mis weekend, and also team.
With the competition a little
Missy Lyne," Price said.
The Falcons also will be con- less Intense, Sink feels his team
tending with the University of can challenge to be In the top
West Virginia, a team that could five, and even win if the Falcons
be good enough to qualify for the can pull together and run as a
NCAA championships In Novem- team.
ber.
See CROSS, page Nine.

IT MAKES GOOD CENTS
TO DONATE PLASMA

.

PLASMA IS NEEDED
IMMEDIATELY!
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&m'y<?<mmmmw^M
Monthly Fee Scale

Receive an average of

TOLEDO, OHIO 43624
•
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THURSDAY NITE
80's Nite
FRIDAY & SATURDAY NITE
Contemporary Rock

T
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$140.00 In CASH

SERA • TEC BIOLOQICALS
350 W. WOODRUFF AVE.
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"Never a Cover Charge at
the Best Bar in BG!"

Time is running out on men's
team

Jason McMahon
BG News
Sports Writer

Enjoy the Best Music Videos Every Night of the Week!
aft fcee**

,

per month!
Donate twice a
receive $15.00
firet donation
on your second

week and
on your
and $20.00
donation.

255-6772
Ask about Our "Fund Raise*" Program
For Fraternities ft Sororities!

Make Your Donation Today!

SAVE LIVES, EARN MONEY

PtfASEH&P/ S~w— m
■ii» ■"'

NEW DONORS RECEIVE A $10 BONU^ ON THEIR FIRST DONATION
e
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Ohio State's schedule.
"The situation that we have left
with Central Florida ... is that
they would not leave us out in the
cold unless I was part of the
equation," Zwierlein said. "They
can't move and take Nebraska
unless we let them out."
The Buckeyes and Falcons are
currently scheduled to meet in
2003 in Columbus. They last met
in 1992 in Columbus, with Ohio
State coming back from a firstquarter deficit to defeat BG,
17-6.
Ohio State had been scheduled
to host Oregon on that date, but
the Ducks backed out of that
game and the Buckeyes have
been looking for an opponent.
Zwierlein noted that "many other
schools" have also been in contact with the Buckeyes.
But Bowling Green has emerged as a prime candidate.
"We're not ready to release
anything," Ohio State Associate
Athletics Director Archie Griffin
told The Associated Press
Wednesday. "We've still got
some things to talk about. Hopefully, we'll have word about that

page nine
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"We're not ready to release anything. We've

in the nation."
Bowling Green is scheduled to
play at Louisiana Tech on Aug.
30, then host Miami University

Still gOt SOme things tO talk abOUt. Hopefully, on'Sept. 6 and Central Florida on

we'll have word about that in the next couple
of days."

s

*c£l03'state

foUowg the open
date with Arizona at home on
Sept. 20 followed by a Sept. 27
game at Missouri before beginning Big Ten Conference play.
Archie Griffin The No. 3 Buckeyes host No. 4
OSU associate athletic director Perm State this weekend.

in the next couple of days."
The Central Florida game is
currently one of five home
games on the docket for BGSU in
1997, and losing a home same in
favor of visiting Columbus is one
aspect of the deal that has Zwierlein concerned.
With Ohio State on the schedule, Bowling Green would have
three non-league road games Including currently scheduled
trips to Louisiana Tech and Kansas State.
"We would have to be guaranteed a lucrative amount if we
were to lose the revenues from
one of our home games," Zwierlein said.
Ohio State has offered any-

where from $250,000 to $300,000
to non-league teams playing at
Ohio Stadium over the past few
years.
The proposed Ohio State game
would fit into the Falcons' philosophy of regularly scheduling bigname opponents from across the
country. In addition to having
played Alabama this season, BG
visits Perm State in 1996, Louisiana State in 2000, and Michigan in 2005.
"We have a proven track record against those kinds of
teams," Zwierlein said. "This
would be an excellent opportunity for Bowling Green State University, to see how it stacks up
against one of the top programs

CROSS
Continued from page Eight.

"Hopefully, we'll have some
guys run together the whole
way."
With BGSU's performances
thus far, Sink says that a middle
of the pack finish in the MAC
may be a realistic goal. But, he's
quick to point out, "We're not giving up on being at the top."
"Ifs imperative that we start
turning things around. It doesn't
happen overnight. It's got to be
progression, week after week."

DEFENSE
Continued from page (even.

dedicated to each other and the
defense we are playing."
Improving on the pass defense
has been the main focus this
week as the Falcons prepare for
their annual grudge match
against Toledo.
And Improving on pass defense
doesn't just Include the members
of the secondary. Improving
underneath coverage (linebackers) and pass rush (defensive
line) are also key components
that broke down at various times
last week.
"Everything that happens in

the defensive backfield is also a
reflection of what happens up
front," senior end Dave Bruhowski said. "If we don't get pressure
on them and the quarterback has
four seconds to throw, how much
can one expect a defensive back
to do?"
The Falcons are ranked ninth
in the MAC In passing defense,
allowing 254.8 yards per game.
The overall defense Is ranked
fifth, although in rushing the
Falcons are first and in scoring
they rank second.
"Everything that happened, it
can be corrected," senior cornerback Tony Everhart said. "It

BRUHOWSKI
Continued from page seven.

defensive end playing more of a
technician."
The technician aspect of the
position fits Bruhowski, who is
also one of the teams' most gifted
scholars. The English major currently has a 3.71 GPA and has
earned a spot on the first-team
Academic All-MAC squad two
years in a row.
He is also a member of both the
MAC and BGSU Student-Athlete
Advisory Committees.
He said his study habits in the
classroom match his on the playing field.
"He might not be our most talented lineman, but he's always

studying his opponent and working on his game," Ferraro said.
"Right now he's making things
happen on our defensive line and
he's playing his best football, and
that is all we ask out of our
seniors."
As a senior, Bruhowski said he
is looking forward to his final
meeting with Toledo this week.
"This game definitely means a
lot to me personally and it means
a lot to the team," he said. "Considering that we lost to Toledo
last year, we want to regain control of the Northwest Ohio region
again.
"It's definitely another huge
step in achieving our goal of the
conference championship."

a team.
'To give up 400-some yards in
the air is kinda crazy," he said.
"We'd rather have a sloppy win
than a devastating loss. We Just
have to go back to the drawing
board and get back to basics."
Many of Everhart's tackles
have come against the rush,
where he has played a big role in
the Falcons' top-rated rush defense.
"He's supporting the run as
well as anybody I've ever
coached," Ferraro said. "He
plays hard and it seems like he's
having fun this year."
Ferraro saie he expects Everhart to only get better.
'Tony Is having his best year,
but I don't think you've seen him

have his best game yet," Ferraro
said. "He's been working hard at
it and he's in great condition."
Everhart looks forward to
making big plays - "I can't wait
to score again," he smiled enthusiastically - but realizes that
in his position he has a lot of
other responsibilities to worry
about first.
"Defensive back is the focal
point of the defense," he said.
"You mate a mistake, it's a
touchdown. But if a defensive
lineman makes a mistake, the
linebacker is there to cover for
them. If a linebacker makes a
mistake, we're there to help them
out.
"It will be nice to see when we
hit on all cylinders and click
together as a whole team. It
would be phenomenal."
~~raar^t

RAIL IULLIAKIKS

!

• 12 Pool Tables • Snacks
• Billiard Supplies • Tournaments
• Video Games

145 N. Main,
Bowling Green

353-7665

20% Discount for
BGSU Students on
equipment

$2.00 per hour
3-7 everyday

Houn: Sun -Thurl 3.0Opni-12am Fit- S«l 3O0|yn.;am

€DUCflT€D P€OPL€ VOT€!
Don't Miss Your ChanceRegister to Vote B€FOR€ Oct. 7!
Come by the Union Foyer
on Thursday, Oct. 3
and let us register you!
Sponsored bu Graduate Student Senate, the RrrKon-Americon
Graduate Student Association, and the College Republicans.
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"Every philosophy of any good
defense is. No. 1, you stop the
run," Pintel said. "That's what
they are doing, and they are winning. It's a great philosophy, and
that's not going to change."

If

CMU was the only the 13th
team to score more than two
touchdowns on the Falcons in
MAC play In the past five years.
BG has no intention on allowing Toledo to become number 14.
"We took a step back In the
second half [last week]," Ferraro
said. "But we know what needs to
be corrected and we've done that.
"What we need every week especially this week against
Toledo - is to get a complete
game, four good quarters. We do
that, eliminate [Toledo's] big
plays, the defense will have done
its job."

Dave Bruhowski
Senior • #90
6-4,235 lbs.
Northville.Mich.
Detroit Catholic
Central H.S.
English
Quoting Dave:
"I've always wanted to play at a
level that I thought I was capable
of. For each game, everyone has to
step it up a little bit. and 1 just try
to do that for every game. It's a
challenge that I put on myself
every game."

• lCOtx£G£

EVERHART
Continued from page seven.

wasn't lite we were physically
getting beat It was little things
that made it look that much bigger over the course of the
season."
The defense has drawn accolades from the Falcons' first four
opponents, and Toledo coach
Gary Pintel is another who said
he considers BG as one of the top
defensive squads in the region.

EX IN THE USA

;MED. $COO
^s 1 ITEM O
No Limit!
s
Hurry!
\ PIZZA
$ Add Breadsticks - $2

WORLD CLASS SKIINO.
THE ULTIMATE NIOHT LIFE

FREE DELIVERY

352-5166
754-8447

Put Some Excitement in
Your Sunday!
Join Us For An Afternoon of Theatre &
More!
Enjoy a delicious lunch at Cafe Shadeau
and learn backstage theatre.
When:

Sunday
Oct. 13
12:00(noon)-1:45p.m.
Time:
2:00 p.m. Production
Where:
Cafe Shadeau,
902 E. Wooster, B.G., OH
Presentation:Meet directors and designers:
Born Yesterday
Cost:

$12 (brunch & theatre)

For Reservations:
CalLBGSU Theatre 419/372-0527

At this price,
reservations
won't last!

Rugby wins again
Mike Grim
For the BG News
In a pair of matches that made
Desert Storm look lite a nailbiter in comparison, the Bowling
Green rugby team swept a
doubleheader against Northern
Michigan University last weekend. Never seriously challenged
In either match, the Falcons crushed the Wildcats by scores of
«-3 and 59-0.
According to Falcon captain
Tony Mazzarella, two factors
contributed to keeping BG's
scoring on the "low" side.
"First, that ride to Marquette is
death on the legs, and second, the
field was only S3 yards wide. (A
regular field is 75 yards wide). If
someone asked me how to stop
our offense, the only answer is to
play us on a postage stamp."
Even a postage stamp-sized
field may not be enough as the
Falcons topped their leagueleading average of 49 points a
game. BG's defense also turned
in another steller performance,
holding the Wildcats to Just three
points, matching the Falcons'
league leading points against
average.
"The small field dictated the
type of game we had to play more
than anything Northern threw up
against us," said BG coach Roger
Maz7arella. "We were pretty
much limited to kicking for position and only spinning the ball
out wide when we were within
the 25 yard line."
Scrum half Dan Kelley, eight
man Jeff McVey, and fullback
Mazzarella inflicted most of the
damage on the Wildcat defense.
Kelley shredded the middle of
the Northern backf ield with four
tries, while the massive McVey
continued to defy any less than
four defenders to stop him as he
added another three tries. Mazzarella hit on seven of eleven
conversion attempts for fourteen
points.
Flanker Vince Ketterer, center
Mike Swanbeck, and wings Grant
Sharpe and Kevin Kline added
solo tries to make the final 69-3.
"We gave it our best shot," said
Wildcat coach Jeremy Kachuta.
"The problem with playing
somebody lite Bowling Green Is
that you feel like they are attacking from every point on the compass."
The Falcons picked up their
sixth shutout of the season as

they cruised to an easy 59-0 victory in the nightcap. Center Jon
Poplk, eight man Chris Ciryak,
and fly half Corey Ward all
scored a pair of tries. Backs
Randy Waller, Doug Ketterer,
and Scott Haverlcek also added a
try each and Ward made seven
conversion attempts.
The Falcons, now 12-2, will
travel to Mount Pleasant to take
on one of the two teams left that
can mount a challenge to BG's
league lead.
"Central has yet to beat us in
23 attempts, but every match in
the last four years has ended
with last-minute scores and two
or three point victories. This one
is not going to be easy," Mazzarella said.
A last-second score against the
Chippewas last spring put the
Falcons on track to win their 15th
straight Mid-American Conference club rugby title.
"I'm sure that [CMU coach]
Todd Poor-man is drilling the results of that match into their
brains," Mazzarella said. "This
weekend is not going to be any
walk In the park for either team."

£

MEN'S
SOCCER

—

Brett Strong's overtime goal
gave Bowling Green soccer a victory over Xavier University
Wednesday night. The goal came
at 115:09, during the second overtime period.
The goal came off of a Jason
Bryant throw-in. Strang
launched an impressive marker
from 30 yards out

The Falcons trailed 1-0 at the
half, but Jay Began, back from an
injury, found the net at 51:06. The
goal was assisted by Steve Klein
and Peter Kolp.
The Falcons outshot Xavier,
23-22. Goalkeeper Scott Vallow
had five saves.
The win improves BG's record
to 6-3-1 on the year. The Falcons
will square off against MAC
competition this weekend when
Kentucky comes to town.
The game is the third consecutive overtime game for the Falcons, and the fourth of the last
flve.
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Alomar might serve suspension next year afterall
Ronald Blum
Associated Press
NEW YORK - Roberto Alomar
might withdraw the appeal of his
five-game suspension, putting
baseball officials and umpires
back on a collision course.
If the players' association
withdraws the appeal, American
League president Gene Budig
wouldn't be able to conduct a
hearing Thursday. And Alomar,
in keeping with baseball precedent, would serve the suspension

at the start of next season.
That's exactly what umpires
don't want. Without Budlg's hearing, the contentious sides would
return Friday to federal court in
Philadelphia, where the American and National leagues have
asked for an injunction that
would prevent umpires from
boycotting the rest of the postseason.
Alomar's agent, Jaime Torres,
has discussed withdrawing the
appeal with union officials, according to sources who spoke on

condition they not be identified.
After Baltimore's 7-4 victory
over Cleveland on Wednesday to
take a 2-0 lead in the best-of-5 series, Alomar would not comment
on the possibility of dropping the
appeal.
"No comment about that," he
said. He was asked If he was told
to refuse comment. "I'm telling
you myself I have no comment.
Let's talk about baseball."
Alomar, who was l-for-4 with
an RBI in Game 2, said he wasn't
having any problems over the

continued controversy.
"I'm going to sleep the same
way I sleep my whole life." he
said. "I have nothing to worry
about."
Even some umpires expect
U.S. District Judge Edmund
Ludwig to issue an injunction if
the sides dont settle. The labor
agreement umpires signed in
May 1995 contains a no-strike
clause.
"We signed a contract to work
and we're obligated to do that,"
umpire Drew Coble said

Wednesday before the IndiansOrioles game.
On Tuesday, umpires and the
leagues agreed that if Budig held
an appeals hearing, umpires
would work the remainder of the
postseason. However, umpires
want Alomar suspended immediately over last Friday's Incident at Toronto, in which Baltimore's All-Star second baseman
spit in the face of umpire John
Hirschbeck.
Budig suspended Alomar for
five games and the player ap-

pealed, delaying any penalty until after a hearing. Baseball officials could not recall an instance
in which a player was suspended
during the postseason for an onfield offense that occurred In a
regular-season game.
Coble sounded as if he would
prefer that umpires take a softer
approach to negotiations with
baseball's lawyers.
"I don't like the situation that's
arisen," he said. "Something has
to be done before it gets out of
hand."
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Young and the Restless |Bold aB.

As the World Turns X
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Movie: t«

Skatebord

Kent

Battlestar Galactica

Classified
Ads

THE 1996 KEY YEARBOOKS
ARE HERE
STOP BY 28 WEST HALL TO PICK
YOURS UP

372-6977

SERVICES OFFERED

CAMPUS EVENTS

•-Variety Shotar—
^Tree Admission
The Latino Student Union wiH be sponsoring its
annual vanaty show in commemoration ol Hispanic Heritage Month on Friday, October 4th.
from 7pm ID 0pm m the Union Ballroom The
show «i bo featunng a play, musical perform
ances aa well aa traditional and modem dancea. Everyone ui welcome.

FLAMES AND
OAM ES
WATERBALLOON
ANO
EGO TOSSES
ALSO
FREE FOOD
WHERE: CARTER PARK (ON CAMPBELL
HILL
OFF WOOSTER STREET)
WHEN: SUNDAY; OCTOBERS. 1996
SPONSORED BY: THE BAPTIST STUDENT
UNION

Help BGSU show iia valuesi
Design a poster to display
BGSU's trve core values
$400 prize to the winner
Entry forms available in 405
Student Services or 330 Union
or call 372-2843 or 372-2343
Deadkne: October 4

Planet X

NAILS NAILS NAILS NAILS NAILS
Acrykc-rutl sets s I ills
Manicures & Pedicures
Call Gma at 354 0*12
Oil street parking still available 110 Cnm St.
Pnce reduced Call 354 Quo
Pregnant?
Free pregnancy tests. Confidential and caring
354-4673 BG Pregnancy center
SKYDIVE NOW - End ol season special
through October. First jump course $100 00
VISA/MC accepted. Only 10 minutes from
BGSU For more mlo call SKYDIVE BG
352-5200.

PERSONALS
'AQD'AGD'AGO'AGO'
Alpha Gamma Delta wants to
congratulate Kate Ebner on her
recent engagement to Cleveland
States Jm Huruickar.
We wiah you both the basil
AGD'AGD'AGD-AOO
'AGD'AGD'AGO'AGO'
Alpha Gamma Delta wants to
congratulate Heather Harvey an hf
pre-engagemenl to the University
ol Cinonatti's Chnalopher D. Farweil.
Cong real
-AQO'AGD-ACIO-AGD-

|Joumal

MAC No*

Bionic Woman
Wanted

La Maiaon Francalee
at
L' All lance Franca I.. da Toledo
preeentent une conlerence da Michel Pierre,
historian « aonvain- "Un alecle da bandea
deealneae a la franca!ae' vendredi 4 octobre.
i9roo a La Maiaon Francaise. Reservations:
372-2667.
LAGA The lesbian and Gay Alliance wans
you! Coma on out and jom ua tonight A every
Thursday night at 8:30pm in the Off Campus
Student Center. Everyone is invited

lUllman

Major League Baseball Playolfs: Divisional Round Game 2 •- Teal TfrJA

Movie: ee'i "fcn3idden"(l985) JacqucK^e B<sset.

Uve With the People's Court. Love Connection & the Big Date

The BG News

Movie: »» "The £jrpr-rfs"(1989) John Travolta

The Legertiot flake Jean- Movie: •» "H«*iaOUT'(:967; Jon Cryer 'PG-13' X ]Movle: "Steer Tiyger (1996) 'NR' X |Firsl Look
More and Les levine
Tonne
j Buckeye
Thor'bred [TBA
This Week in NASCAR Cycle World (R)

Six Million Dollar Man
IV, n,~,s ■

*"0? ::

j Top Cops

Alpha XI'Slg Ep'Alpha XI

Twilight Zone X

'.

Renegade 'love Hurts

Highlander: The Series

Movie: ••» 'The OutlawJosey Wa*ts'(1976. Western) Cant Eastwood.

Congratutationa
CANDY BONNETT
on making the top 15
for Homecoming Queen'
DART LEAGUE SIGN-UP
MONDAY OCTOBER 7' 6:30 PM
DOWNTOWN SPORTS BAR
Grasshopper Pie
Live Thursday Oct 3
al Gamers beg.*? to

ARE YOU TRYING TO SCHEDULE A CAMPUS EVEMT? If your orgaruaUm holds any
type ol event on campus, you should attend tie
Programming Workshop on Wednesday. October 16 al 7:00pm in the Alumni Room ol tie
Union. Student Activities stall wsl be on hand
to clarify space scheduling procedures, give
you tips on planning programs esc. For more information contact the Student Lite Office at
3722843

Help wanted at Gamer's. Need senous, quality
help Can 352 9780

ATTENTION STUDENT ORGANIZATIONS
PUBLICITY OFFFICERS
Mark your calendars ax this year's Pubeaty Workshop on
Wednesday, October 9. 1996 al 7:00pm in tie
Alumni Room ol the Union. Gel GREAT information on advertising events on campus from
the Associate LVecior of Public Relations For
more information can the Student Lire Office at
3722643

KD' LAURIE ARSENAULT' KD
The sisters of Kappa Delta
would like to thank
our wonderful sister of
the week for all her hard
work and dedication You're
doing greatl
KD' LAURIE ARSENAULT' KD

ATTENTION ALL STUDENTS!!! Grant. 1
scholarships available from sponsors1!! No
prepayments, averlll SSSCash for colleg.m For Into: 1-800-243-2438.

KKO'KKO'KKO
Congratulations
ANOIEOASSER
on making Top 15 lor Homecoming
KKO'KKO'KKO

CAMPUS POLLYEYES
FEATURING DAILY SPECIALS
Smorgasboard Daily $3.99 Ham 4pm.
4pm 10pm $5 25
•Mon: Spaghetti w/ meatballs *3 99
Tuoe.'Ravioli $3.99
•Wed.: Spaghetti S3 99
Thurs: Lasagne $3.99
Al pasta speoals included salad and 2 pieces
of gailic bread "Pick up or dine in only.

18 & over welcome

INTRAMURAL ENTRIES DUE tvDEPEND
ENT AND FRATERNITY ICE HOCKEY ■ OCT.
7; WOMEN'S INNERTUBE WATER POLO ■
E OCT. 6: ALL ENTRIES DUE W 130 FIELD
HOUSE BY 4 00PM ON DUE DATE

Most Wanted
Terrific Country/Rock Band
Vn a Sat 10pm -dose
Only at Checker's
PHI MU PHI MU PHI MU
Congratulations Angela.
Pis ot the Weekl
PHI MU PHI MU PHI MU

352 9638
440 E. COURT ST.
Cash it Carry Special
1 dor roses $15 95
The Flower Basket 165 S Mam
Downtown (Next to Kaufman's)

CHI OMEGA ■ HOMECOMING BOUND!
Congratulations on queen nominations to:
Dawn Bas ham
Kasa Keane
Laura Roth
Tanny Vonlhron
BEST OF LUCK!

See the Toronto Band
BARENAKED LADIES
Oct. 11 - lor 2 tickets.
Cat 352 3382. ask for Carol
Sig Kap 'ICO ■ &g Kap
Congrats. Patty Jackaonand
Michelle Dewln i We hear you
do wild things like eating
other people's food and
moving cars'
SigKap'SigKap'SigKap
Thank you to the Men ol
Sigma Alpha Epsilon for
the Honor ol a High Society
Evening! Chi Omega had
a Great Ten* I

Colorado Ski Week
Steamboat
Jan 410. 1997
Organizational Meeting

Oct 3.1998
Trur»oay.ap.m.
Faculty Lounge. Union
Frx Information call
Continuing Education 372-6161

THE 1996 KEY YEARBOOKS
ARE HERE.
STOP BY 28 WE ST HALL TO
PICK UP YOURS.

ALWAYS 4 CLUBS fOA ONC LOW PAICC

TONIGHT AT THE

METRO

No Cover Before
11pm ui/ College ID
25< Drafts
fillNight long.
D.J. Mr. Corey Spins the
Smokin' Grooves that
Make Vour Body Move

ICP

fUl FRC-M.S I3HLL
Featuring:
PORN FlRKCS
FIV€ HORSe JOHNSON
SCCTION315
HOGScnnpcR
CHICK€NDOG
FFIIS€ FflC€ SOCI6TV

809 X. Superior
Sponsored bu Sin Klub
Downtown Toledo |€ntertainmcnt and lady luck

HOTLINE
(419)243-4449

I

The asters ol Delia Zeta would like to thank tie
gentleman ol Phi Sigma Kappa for the kissing
camaoona.
Thursday night at Drewster's
Ladies Niaht
Come and enjoy drink specials

TONIGHT AT CAMPUS QUARTERS
LADIES NIGHT!!
with
The
Midnight Marauders
1/2 off dnnka
1 50 drafts
FREE FUNI

WANTED
1 female subieaser needed for Spring "97 2
bedroom apt. own room 1 1/2 bam
$207 SO/mo . gas a olec Betsy 354-6127

HELP WANTED
$1750 weekly possfcto
mailing our circulars.
For into cat 301-306-1207
—FREETRIPS! CASH!'Find out how hundreds of student representatives are already earning FREE TRIPS and
LOTS OF CASH with Amerlea'a f I Spring
Breek company) Sell onfy 15 trips and travel
free' Carvcun, Bahamas. Muadan, Jamaica, or
Florida' CAMPUS MANAGER POSITIONS
ALSO AVAILABLE. Call Nowl TAKE A BREAK
STUDENT TRAVEL (BOO) 95 BFIEAK'
EMACO Ciearang immediately hiring pttjme
positions Transportation required. Competitive
wagea. 419-633-4567 or 419-633-2345. leave
message
Flea ible Part Time Sales
Are you looking for a good part time job. but
haven't found one 10 lit your class schedule?
Century Marketing, located nght here m Bowling Green, is hiring part time m-house sales
representatives for flexible work schedules If
you are interested m taking advantage ol the
UNIQUE opportunity, in a Inendly work environment, apply in person or send your resume
to:
Century Marketing
12836 S Dixie Hwy
Bowling Green, OH 43402
Attn: Personnel

EOE

Tattooing Tatoo fit Body
Piercing Show
Fire Caters

Baseball

Inside th- NFL 1

Hookers

Football

[MAC Now

Twilight Zone S

Kent
V(R)X

Silk Stalkings (In Stereo) Big Date

N*»d extra morwy? NfiM help Sal. Oct. 5 only
$6.00 per how. Call 1-600-9271645 from 7 to
4 30. call 666-5793 afier fhai
Part-bme or Full-time help rweded
$1.25 Bonus for ntght & weekend hours
Apply in person al Marathon Station on
Front Street m Grand Rapids
RECREATION OPTIONS ASSISTANTS
Assist m a year round recreational program for
school age and adult mutn-handicapped individuals. Flexible hours include evenings and
weekends. College expenence preferred.
Competitive pay. Send letter of interest to
Cheryl Tresnan, Fulton County Board of DO,
1210N. Otlofcee St , Wauseon. OH 43567.
Telephone Interviewing part-time, no selling relaxed atmosphere in Perrysburg. Mostly eves.
* was hands 674-5642.
THE TIME TO PLAN FOR VOUR FUTURE 18
NOWIt
T.A.S.P. IniemaDOnal is currently looking for
hard working, motivated students to fid management positions for the summer of 1997.
Positions are Med on a first come, first qualfied basis in the following areas: ail suburbs ot
Cleveland. Akron. Canton. Columbus. Dayton
Youngstown. Cincinnati, and Toledo. It you are
looking to build your resume, gain valuable ex
pehenoa. and find out more about our management program please call 1-600-543-3792
Waitress pt-ume. varied hours Apply between
2-4 Mon.-Fri. at The Efcs Club. 200 Campbe*
H.llRd..BG
WANTED aMMEDMTELYII
Saxekeeper for home volleyball games. It interested, please call 372-7094.

FOR SALE
1985 Ford Tempo. Good cond.. new ares, have
all maintenance records, i family owned Cast
372-8421.aa» lor Sara.
1989 MurJa 323. Mint cond.. 2 dr hatchbk ,
air. Alpine stero. standard, low miles, very ra
liable. $3750OBO Call Steven 372-8940.
1991 Pontjac Sunbird
Automatic, air, high miles, no rust, runs well.
3850 or besl oiler Call 35*0410.
1902 Ford Taurus L - excellent condition.
$4995 1(419)423^8481.
Find lay After 3 pen
87 Su2uki Saman Soft top 4 cyl. 4 wd. 5 spd
50 k. $3200 Call 352 9087
Bearcraftera Roof Rack, for sale. Sluing and
windsurfing attachments, rack la lockable.
$11000 Call 352-9299
Brother word processor with 13" monitor &
memory. Barely used. $22000, OBO. Work
desk with 2 drawers 8 shelf $50. OBO
823-8201.

FREE TRIPS t CASHI Sell SKI 8 SPRING
BREAK beach trips. Honest places 6 coolest
spaces. Call immediately Student Exprees. Inc.
1-600-SURFS-UP.

For Sale Iguana $75, Super Nintendo with one
controller $50. Cal 354-5053

FT/PT flexible schedule. Easy work, no experience Earn $300 $600 wkfy al home guaranteed Call 7 days (407) 875-2022 exl.
0561H40

Call (419)669- 2582

Interviewing experienced barmaids only. Appfy
between 2-4pm , Monday. Oct 7. College
Station 1616E.Woo5ler.

FOH SALE Iguana wcage. lights, other
misc. accessories $lS0o.b.o.

Trek 300 road bike Blue, very good condition,
$75 Call Natalie @3S2 2292
Trinity United Methodist Church
Rummage Sale
Thura. Oct. 3 5-8pm
Fn. Oct. 4 9am-2pm
Sat Oct. 5 9am-4pm
Mon. Oct. 7 Sam 2pm

.^■■^■^■^■^■^■"■20BZBIHIBell"il^

FOR RENT

The Bowl-IVGreenery

NEWEST ADDITION TO THE ASYLUM
ENTERTAINMENT COMPLEX.
FEATURING
VELVET JONES
ALL WEEKEND LONG.

Sot, Oct. 16,
Sun., Oct.!7
Sat., Oct 26..

The Men olBG Calendars
Sold Wed. - Fn 114 outside AOII house
Profits go 10 Arthnoa Research & AOII Centennial $S each. Bursarable.

Market Research Interviewers. Flexible schedule-ideal fob lor college students $525 per
hour. Cat 352-8115 eat 209 Or apply at 13330
Bishop Rd.

GftflND OPENING

COLLCGC ID NIGHT

Fn the 13th Series

Space Rangers R)

Alpha XI • Slg Ep ' Alpha XI
The Sisters ol Alpha XI Delta
would fake lo thank the
Brothers ol Sigma Phi Epeilon tor
the wonderful teall

Sacral UndefgRMId

TimeT-ai ! It -rov:'.

Sportscontef B

ALL YOU CAN EAT

PASTA!
7tost on all you can eat pasta. "Plus, your meal includes
soup dr salad bar, potato Bar and Beverages.

1 bdrm. apt. lor rent Single or grad students
Sleet parking available Call Marion at New
man's Marathon 353 1311

nn

i

1 $ 2 bdrm apartments
Available Now

Newlove Rentals ■ 352-5620

For
Only

5.20

1 Female subieaser needed. Spring tg07. 3
bedroom house, dose to campus, own room.
$175 a month A elecsic/ges Ask for Tiffany
354-3108.

"Hours: 4:30- 7:00pm\

2 bdrm house $ also l bdrm apt 354-8800

.\V.V.V

s The Pheasant Room
BBQ Chicken
&Ribs

I

your dinner includes QPBQ.C6iclifn & "Ribs, potato,
tossed salad, and garlic bread.

?8.95

wj Othtr sandwiches &
•0 mnncrs
dinners wwuys
always available
-4
uvuiuunt

'SUWTS: 4:304:JU- 7:001
7:WpmfC
Hours:

^.Ve%%\%^y.v.vvvA%y.v.v/.%vv.v.Wry
Meal Card Accepted 4:30 ■ 7:00pm
"Big Charge Accepted 11:30 am - 1:30 pm & 4:30 ■ 7:00 pm

great
skills...
Kaplan help* you focus
your test prep ■tudles and

V. V In my book, SamB's,
my favorite BG restaurant.
deserves star billing. It's the
best place to eat between
Toledo & Columbus ^^
Thr rnteOo fl/jJr KtitUHiani ( rili,

your confidence, so you can
gat a higher acore.

1-800-KAP-TEST
get a higher score

KAPLAN

146 North Main Bowling Green

;

